Language group ideas for the week beginning
4.5.20
Hi everyone, are you ready for another week in lockdown!!! Exciting news we have got an email
address too. It would be lovely if you could send us pictures or photos of you doing some of the
language group activites and as long as Mrs Beveridge and I can manage the technical details we
will get back to you. The address is languagegroup@cringleford.norfolk.sch.uk, I am very excited
to see what you are all getting up to. I hope you enjoyed the funny staff videos of us passing our
books along and also that you found Mrs Beveridge’s video of brain gym and you can remember
how to do it, I expect your parents will find it hard to keep up.
Here are some activities for you to try this week. Try to practie them each day so that you get
faster or super quick at thinking of things. I’m really sorry but the technical aspects of getting the
layout to work this week were too tricky so you need to scroll down a long way to find the sensory
section!!!!
Hidden towers.
Hold a toilet roll middle upright.
Watch carefully as your grown up or sibling puts three different coloured bricks
into the toilet roll.
Now it's your turn to copy the pattern into your toilet roll middle.
Remove the toilet rolls. Are your patterns the same?
Try starting with three and see how many you can build up to.

Listen to these silly sentences. I got in a bit of a muddle when I was writing
them and think I may have got some words wrong. Can you spot the wrong
word, and maybe even think what the correct word could be?
I peeled my coat so that I could eat it.
It began to rain so I put up my dog.
On the beach, I like to play in the concrete.
When I am cold, I put on my pencil.
My pen ran out of petrol.
I wash my shoes when I am in the shower.
I am thirsty. Please pass me my apple.
When it gets dark, I switch on the fridge.
After school, I like to eat a computer.
My friend likes to play on the homework at the park.
When I get cold I put on my umbrella.
To open the door I need my door sausage.
Can you think of a silly sentence of your own?++
I have found another website with lots of movement ideas to keep you fit
Gonoodle.com
In particular i found this trolls movie dance that you might like to try, if not
there are plenty of others.
https://youtu.be/KhfkYzUwYFk

Fairy playdough

I aplogise if the ingredients for this are too tricky, it didn’t need proper flour
which is very hard to find. I have to admit I have not looked for cornflour
myself but am hoping it is not as elusive.

The ratio for this recipe is 1 part hair conditioner to two parts cornflower. We
used one cup and two cups, but you can adjust the recipe as desired.
Inexpensive hair conditioner works perfectly. You can easily add food
coloring as desired or leave plain. Some conditioners are naturally
tinted. Keep in mind that conditioners vary in viscosity or thickness, so
you may need to adjust the amount of cornflower used.
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1 cup of hair conditioner
2 cups of cornstarch
Mixing bowl and spoon
Food coloring
Glitter (optional)
Playdough accessories

STEP 1: Start by adding the hair conditioner to a bowl.STEP 2: If you want
to add a few drops of food coloring, now’s the time! Light pastel color works
great for our fairy playdough.STEP 3: Now add the cornstarch to thicken your
fairy dough and give it that awesome playdough texture. You can start out
mixing the conditioner and cornstarch with a spoon, but eventually, you will
have to switch to kneading it with your hands.STEP 4: Time to get the hands
in the bowl and knead your playdough. Once the mixture is fully incorporated,
you can remove the soft fairy playdough and place on a clean surface to finish
kneading into a silky smooth ball! Mixing Tip: The beauty of this 2 ingredient
playdough recipe is that the measurements are loose. If the mixture isn’t firm
enough, add a pinch of cornstarch. But if the mixture is too dry, add a glob of
conditioner. Find your favorite consistency! Make it an experiment

